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2014 Collection           
A Collectors series pipe will invariably feature a fine grain and arrive in a special presentation box, complete with 
a certificate. From 1985 until 2012, the Collector was only available in a sandblast finish. Beginning in 2013, 
Savinelli also made the edition available in either a smooth brown or smooth natural finish.

Leonardo Balestra 
The namesake of this compelling eighth edition of the Savinelli Leonardo pipe hails directly from folio 149 of the Codex Atlanticus; 
a design for a 120:1 scale crossbow named the Balestra Gigante. Within the intriguingly sophisticated lines of this shape one can 
discern the armature of the Balustrade, with the bat wings retracted at the ready. Like all Savinelli Leonardo editions, your new 
Balestra will arrive in a special box, accompanied by both a dedicated tamper and certificate. The Leonardo Balestra is worthy of 
addition to most any thoughtful collection. The Balestra is available in the smooth dark brown, brown, natural, and rusticated finishes.

Sandblasted 
Natural
Smooth Brown 

Rusticated
Brown
Dark Brown
Natural
Black

Marron Glace 
“Marron Glace” is a delectable confection made from chestnuts, and a wonderfully apt 
name for this delightful new series from Savinelli. 

Rusticated 
Brown (Standard) / 207
Brown (King Size) / 114 KS, 320 KS, 636 KS

Smooth 
Brown (Standard) / 207
Brown (King Size) / 114 KS, 320 KS, 636 KS
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Rusticated 
Standard / 128, 207, 602
King Size / 320 KS, 606 KS, 703 KS

Smooth 
Standard /  128, 207, 602
King Size Smooth  / 320 KS, 606 KS, 703 KS

Pigna
From the simple, to the labor-intensive artisanal, and every point in between, if there is a limit to the 
number of possible rustication patterns, the industry has yet to discover it. Savinelli’s new “Pigna” 
(pine-cone) series boasts an adroit surface carving which falls to the far right of the artisanal scale, 
as well as a complete absence of stain. The Pigna series also features an eye-catching stem; one that 
is reminiscent of the wonderfully rich hues found in marbleized jade. 

Rusticated
Standard / 602
King Size / 141 KS, 345 KS, 616 KS

Pianoforte
The instrument upon which the likes of Haydn, Mozart, and even a young Beethoven composed their piano 
masterpieces, the Pianoforte was the predecessor of the modern Grand and “Baby Grand” pianos of today, and held 
away from 1700, until the early romantic period. With the advent and increasingly popularity of the “historically 
informed performances” of the late 20th century, the pianoforte has once again taken the stage.

88
Since the roaring 20s, “88” was more than a simple reference to the presence of a piano, but a code for “those in the know” that a low-profile, but impossibly swank 
establishment was nearby. From the speakeasies during prohibition, to posh, dimly lit “jazz-kissa” establishments like the “Pearl” off of the Sinjuku, wherein 300+ 
single malts are the norm, “88” denotes the off the beaten path hideaways which are the jewels of quality nightlife, as well as the adventurous who make a point of 
finding them.

Brown / 188, 388, 688
Natural / 188, 388, 688 
Rusticated / 188, 388, 688 
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Columbus
On August the third, 1492, two sleek ships (referred to as “caravels”) named Nina and Pinta, along with 
a larger carrack, the Santa Maria, set sail from Spain with an eye towards discovering an expeditious 
route to the East Indies. Ensconced in the largest of the vessels, the Santa Maria, the expedition leader 
Cristoforo Colombo never realized his dream of reaching the riches of the East Indies, but his discovery 
of San Salvador (the Bahamas), Cuba, and Hispaniola on his first voyage would forever change the 
world. The three pipes of the Columbus series are aptly named “Nina,” “Pinta” and “Santa Maria”. Each 
“ship” can be distinguished by finish (Nina = rusticated brown, Pinta = smooth brown, Santa Maria = 
smooth Bengal), as well as by the color of inlay, nestled between two gleaming bands. Dedicated both 
to the intrepid explorer, as well as the dreamer in all of us, a Columbus pipe will make a unique addition 
to most any collection.

Nina
King Size / 315 KS, 606 KS, 703 KS

Arcobaleno
Arcobaleno is Italian for Rainbow, and is one of the newest of series from Savinelli. Conceived in Italy, and named by a member of the Laudisi 
Distribution Group at the 2013 IPCPR in Las Vegas, the Arcobaleno was created in order to offer rusticated pipes of sophisticated shapes, as well as 
colorful finishes, and to do so at an affordable price. 

Pinta
King Size / 315 KS, 606 KS, 703 KS

Santa Maria
King Size / 315 KS, 606 KS, 703 KS

Rusticated & Smooth
Green (Standard) / 626
Green (King Size) / 111 KS, 606 KS
Blue (Standard) / 626
Blue (King Size) / 111 KS, 606 KS
Brown (Standard) / 626
Brown (King Size) / 111 KS, 606 KS
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Freestyle Panel 
Freestyle Sandblasted
Sandblasted

Rusticated 
Standard / 112, 202, 626
King Size  / 920 KS

Smooth
Standard / 112, 202, 626 
King Size / 920 KS

Tandem
The Savinelli Tandem pipe, which come with both regular length and churchwarden length stems, offers a versatility that 
is all-to-rare in the pipe world. By day, it can be enjoyed in the “standard” configuration, when one is out and about. With 
the evening twilight, and hours of relaxation and leisure to follow, your Tandem pipe converts into a true churchwarden; 
the best possible companion to contemplative thought (not to mention a great Blue Ray). Available in four different 
shapes, as well as your choice of smooth or rusticated finish.

Artisan
Hand-carved one at a time by Savinelli’s in-house artisans, from briar specially chosen for its grain quality, no two pipes of the Artisan series are truly 
the same. These each feature a handsome, smooth finish and medium-dark contrast stain that really allows the briar’s grain to pop, and all come included 
in their own presentation box.

Artisan / Various Sizes

Autograph
The Autograph, prized by collectors, is a series of larger-sized handmade briars fashioned by Savinelli’s most skilled artisans. 
Shapes vary from wild freehands to classics.
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Smooth & Rusticated

Sigla
Like the Savinelli Autograph, the Sigla series offers individually-shaped 
Italian briars, but does so in smaller, handier sizes, and at a much lower 
price point. They are featured in either of two finishes; one a finely 
polished, smooth light walnut, the other a rich, red-tinged rustication.

Paneled
Sandblasted

Briar Line
The Briar Line series offers quality handmade and hand-finished Italian pipes of unique and individual design, similar to the Autograph, but in a smaller, 
more toteable size.

Milano Handmade Rusticated 
Milano Handmade Smooth

Milano
The Milano Handmade series offers high-end handcrafted pipes of 
fantastic grain and unique shaping at an exceptionally affordable price 
point.

Churchwarden
The Churchwarden series, as its name suggests, offers a variety of classic Savinelli stummel designs, paired up to extra-long 
Churchwarden stems. The results are pipes that, while not exactly easy to tuck into a pocket, offer just about the smoothest, 
coolest smoke around.

Rusticated
104, 202, 313, 401, 403, 404, 601, 901

Smooth
104, 202, 313, 401, 404, 601, 901
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Qandale
Originally inspired by the writings of J.R.R. Tolkien, the Qandale line offers a unique style of Churchwarden, 
featuring turned-oak accents at the bases of their extra-long, cool-and-smooth smoking stems.

Rusticated
Standard / 106, 207, 602, 626, 
628, 901 
King Size / 315 KS

Smooth
Standard / 106, 207, 602, 626, 
628, 901 
King Size / 315 KS

Clark’s Favorite
In the same fashion as the Bing’s Favorite, the Clark’s Favorite offers a lean, long-stemmed, 
cool-smoking design based off of the favored pipe of acting legend Clark Gable. Available in 
rusticated and smooth finishes.

Rusticated Smooth

Bing’s Favorite
The Bing’s Favorite is modeled after the pipes favored by famous crooner Bing Crosby, and are offered in rusticated or 
smooth. This long-stemmed, long-shanked Billiard is known to offer quite a cool smoke.

Rusticated Smooth 

Ginger’s Favorite
The Ginger’s Favorite series is dedicated to famed silver-screen actress and 
dancer Ginger Rogers. Unlike the other Favorite lines, it features two shapes, 
the “104” and “626”, which are presented with long, cool-smoking, horn-
patterned acrylic stems, and a choice of either a dark, smoky, smooth finish or 
a dark walnut, contrast-stained rustication.

Rusticated
104, 626

Smooth 
104, 626
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Punto Oro
The most traditional of all the series produced by Savinelli, each 
boasting a time honored form which could serve as a template 
for their turn-of-the-century brethren. It is created from the finest 
Mediterranean briar, aged for three years, and boasts ninety 
separate crafting and inspection processes performed by some of 
Savinelli’s most skilled artisans. 

Rusticated
Brown

Dark Brown
Natural

Giubileo d’Oro
The Giubileo d’Oro is the Savinelli pipe par excellence, presented in their most classical shapes, fashioned from the tiny percentage of briar which passes 
the inspection required to make this grade, and finished in either a dark, fine-textured sandblast, a smooth, lovely honey-blonde contrast, or a duskier, 
handsomely reserved walnut contrast. As you might expect from a series consisting only of the top 0.1% of a marquee’s production, the sandblast-
finished pieces offer choice ring grain, while the smooth finished selections can be counted on for providing plenty of beautiful birdseye and flame. 

Various Shapes and Sizes in 
Bordeaux and Natural
Contact us at 843.491.4150 For Sizes in Stock.

Leonardo Clavi Viola
The shank expansion of this refined bent Billiard reflects the form of the Clavi Viola itself; and 
it is there, fittingly enough, that we also find the sterling silver representation of this series’ 
namesake. Though often a surprise to most, Leonardo da Vinci was the inventor of many 
musical instruments, from variations of war drums, to the  viola organista, to the subject of folio 
#93 in the revered Codex Atlanticus, the Clavi Viola; a hybrid of a harpsichord and a viola. This 
sophisticated bent Billiard variation comes with a tamper, and is available in the smooth black, 
dark brown, brown, natural and rusticated finishes.

Black

Various Shapes and Sizes in Sandblasted, Honey & Walnut
Contact us at 843.491.4150 For Sizes in Stock.
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Rusticated
Standard / 101, 602
King Size / 114 KS, 310 KS, 320 KS, 606 KS, 616 KS 

Smooth Natural
Standard / 101, 602
King Size / 114 KS, 310 KS, 320 KS, 606 KS, 616 KS 

Seta
“Seta” is Italian for silk, and that’s just what the Seta series offers; a smooth-polished pipe. Well, in it’s smooth-finished version, at least. 
Alternatively, there’s also a lightly-rusticated version as well, left in a virgin finish, something which many pipe smokers particularly enjoy for 
the manner in which it will darken with age and enjoyment. The Seta concentrates on natural-style finishes, used to present flaw-free briar. The 
Seta include a differently colored stem namely a smart-looking tamper with a pale maple fuselage which serves as a sheathe for the threaded 
dottle-scraper.

Onda
The Onda series is named after the Italian word for “wave”, and each briar of this line indeed features a special wave-patterned brass-and-nickel accent 
design. These pipes are offered in either a light walnut smooth finish, or a deep black, handsome sandblast.

Sandblasted
Standard / 101, 106, 128, 207, 313, 504, 601, 602, 
626, 628, 642, 704, 802
King Size / 111 KS, 121 KS, 345 KS, 413 KS, 
606 KS, 611 KS, 616 KS, 622 KS, 703 KS, 804 KS

Smooth
Standard / 101, 106, 128, 207, 313, 504, 601, 602, 
626, 628, 642, 704, 802
King Size / 111 KS, 121 KS, 345 KS, 413 KS, 
606 KS, 611 KS, 616 KS, 622 KS, 624 KS, 
677 KS, 703 KS, 804 KS

Monsieur
The Monsieur line continues the concept of the colorful Tortuga series, but in a considerably more formal and dapper style. Classic Savinelli shapes 
are presented in either a handsomely polished, medium-contrast finish, or in an earthy sandblast, both featuring sleek, jet-black acrylic stems tastefully 
accented with twin nickle bands, as well as the defining piece: a matching bowl-cap, for keeping an unfinished smoke from drying out or scattering 
ash onto your jacket or inside your pockets.

Sandblasted
Standard / 207, 614, 626
King Size / 111 KS, 310 KS, 
315 KS, 320 KS, 606 KS, 673 KS, 703 KS

Smooth
Standard /  207, 614, 626 
King Size / 111 KS, 310 KS, 315 KS, 
320 KS, 606 KS, 673 KS, 703 KS
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Standard / 173, 207, 601, 626 

Vaniglia
 Like the Miele and Chocolat, Savinelli’s Vaniglia series follows a culinary theme, not just in the choice of finish style and stem, but right down to lightly 
flavoring the chamber with an aromatic vanilla extract, providing a little something extra to sweeten the briar’s initial break-in smokes. Once a few bowls 
have been enjoyed and a cake begins to form, however, the extract’s flavoring will have run its course, leaving the pipe smoking one’s favorite blends 
as pure as any other Savinelli. 

Standard / 128, 207, 401, 602, 
614 

King Size / 111 KS, 320 KS, 
345 KS, 606 KS, 645 KS

Noce
“Noce” is Italian for “walnut,” and Savinelli presents this theme with virgin, unstained briars featuring a special rustication 
technique unique to this series. Along with the texture that emulates the craggy shell of a walnut, the unstained briar will 
darken to a deep walnut color with time and enjoyment.

Standard / 207, 602, 626 

King Size / 111 KS, 114 KS, 
315 KS, 606 KS

Sun Set
Featuring a medium-light contrast finish, 
hardwood accents, and classic black stems, the 
Savinelli Sun Set line presents a range of signature 
Savinelli shapes in tasteful, attractive style. Each 
pipe comes complete with its own presentation 
box and a matching tamper designed specifically 
for the briars produced in this series.

King Size / 315 KS, 320 KS, 670 KS, 
677 KS
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Miele
Warm, light, smooth blonde finishes, colorful patterned acrylic stems, and special honey-dipper shaped tampers accentuate 
the honey theme of the Miele series. Each briar’s chamber is treated with a honey extract, ensuring a sweet-smoking break-in 
period.

Standard / 128, 207, 626, 628, 642 

King Size / 111 KS, 316 KS, 344 KS, 
510 KS, 606 KS, 611 KS, 677 KS

Tundra
Presented in a mellow, earthy style, the briars of the Tundra series feature either a pleasing low-profile rustication, or a smooth, dark, smoky walnut 
finish, both accented by swirl-patterned, caramel-colored acrylic stems.

Rusticated
Extraordinaire / 111 EX, 315 EX, 316 EX, 320 EX, 
606 EX, 611 EX

Smooth
Standard / 122, 128, 207, 602, 626, 628, 699, 802 
King Size / 114 KS, 144 KS, 344 KS, 644 KS, 645 KS, 
673 KS
Extraordinaire / 315 EX, 316 EX, 320 EX, 606 EX, 611 EX

Fuoco
Savinelli introduces the new Fuoco series, each briar presented in a box bearing Giuseppe Arcimboldo’s famous Fuoco, or Fire which was created 
for the Hapsburgs as part of a his famous four-portrait Four Elements series. Fitting to Giuseppe Arcimboldo’s style of frequently setting his subjects 
against dark, shadowed backgrounds, the briars of this line are offered in three dark palettes; a deep, rich, auburn-tinged, almost smoldering walnut 
smooth finish, an extremely dark and smoky black-over-tan smooth finish, and charming black-and-walnut rustication. All three styles come accented 
with bright aluminum mounts.

Rusticated
Standard / 101, 128, 207, 602, 626 
King Size / 111 KS, 315 KS, 320 KS, 606 KS, 611 KS, 616 KS, 645 KS

Smooth Dark Brown
Standard / 101, 128, 207, 602, 626
King Size / 111 KS, 315 KS, 320 KS, 606 KS, 611 KS, 616 KS, 645 KS

Smooth Brown
Standard / 101, 128, 207, 602, 626
King Size / 111 KS, 315 KS, 320 KS, 606 KS, 611 KS, 616 KS, 645 KS
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Venere
Boasting an expansive spectrum of popular shape styles, the briars of the Venere series are offered in either light, warm, blonde, smooth-polished finish, 
or a warm and dusky auburn rustication, accented by brass rings and fitted with classic black stems.

Smooth & Rusticated
Standard / 101, 127, 207, 128, 305, 602, 603, 614, 621, 626, 628, 
806, 812 
King Size / 111 KS, 114 KS, 316 KS, 320 KS, 345 KS, 412 KS, 510 KS, 
606 KS, 622 KS, 636 KS, 670 KS, 677 KS, 673 KS, 703 KS, 920 KS

Caramella
A fine example of the often colorful and playful turn Savinelli takes in their expansive offerings, the Caramella series presents finishing and accents that 
emulate sweet caramel treats.

Rusticated
Standard / 128, 207, 602, 626, 628
King Size / 111 KS, 315 KS, 606 KS, 611 KS, 920 KS

Smooth
Standard / 128, 207, 602, 626, 628
King Size / 111 KS, 315 KS, 606 KS, 611 KS, 920 KS

Rusticated
Standard /  105, 112, 202, 402, 601, 626

Natural
Standard / 105, 112, 202, 402, 601, 626

Brown
Standard / 105, 112, 202, 402, 601, 626

Petite
Petite, as the name suggests, small, light pipes; well-established, classic Savinelli shapes, altered to the kind of fine proportions more typically associated 
with pipes of the old French style, or smaller English “pocket pipes”. Though gracile by design, you don’t have to worry about these briars looking overly 
feminine or dainty - in the medium-walnut and lighter, “natural” contrast stains of the two smooth-polished versions, the aesthetic handsomely refined, 
while the jet-black, rusticated option makes for a pipe that combines lean, smart design with a nice bit of rugged texture. 
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Porto Cervo
Savinelli’s Porto Cervo line is named after a seaside resort town in northern Sardinia, a Mediterranean isle steeped in history. The briars of this series 
are fittingly finished in either an earthy, extra-dark and rugged rustication, or a deep, rich auburn, smooth style.

Rusticated
Standard / 104, 128, 129, 173, 207, 305, 404, 
504, 602, 614, 626, 627, 802, 806, 812
King Size / 114 KS, 140 KS, 141 KS, 316 KS, 
320 KS, 413 KS, 606 KS, 673 KS, 677 KS, 
707 KS

Smooth
Standard / 101, 122, 127, 129, 305, 404, 603, 
614, 626, 628, 677, 802, 812
King Size / 114 KS, 140 KS, 141 KS, 320 KS, 
513 KS, 606 KS, 677 KS, 920 KS

Tortuga
The Tortuga features a plug-cap which allows an unfinished smoke to be saved for later. Both the cap and the stem are shaped from matching tortoiseshell-
patterned acrylic, and the briars of this line are offered in either a dark, earthy rustication, or an attractive walnut smooth finish.

Rusticated
Standard / 127, 207, 305, 504, 602, 603, 626, 628, 812
King Size / 606 KS, 673 KS, 677 KS, 705 KS

Smooth
Standard / 207, 305, 504, 602, 614, 626
King Size / 114 KS, 606 KS, 673 KS, 677 KS, 705 KS, 804 KS

Rusticated
Standard / 101, 628 
King Size / 141 KS, 320 KS, 345 KS, 616 KS, 641 KS, 645 KS

Smooth
Standard / 101, 628
King Size / 141 KS, 320 KS, 345 KS, 616 KS, 641 KS, 645 KS

Gaius
The Savinelli Gaius line (pronounced “guy-ess”) derives its moniker from the ancient Roman name popularly used by statesmen, philosophers, and 
emperors alike. The series offers a variety of Savinelli shapes in either a black rusticated or handsome smooth walnut finish, and all featuring sturdy 
acrylic army mounts.
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Rusticated 
Standard /  128, 207, 504, 603, 626, 699
King Size / 111 KS, 315 KS, 606 KS, 673 KS, 
677 KS

Smooth
Standard /  101, 127, 207, 404, 504, 601, 626
Rusticated / 111 KS, 315 KS, 606 KS, 
677 KS, 811 KS

Ontario
In an ode to the Canadian province of Ontario, Savinelli has introduced this namesake series. Fittingly enough, it consists exclusively of briars based off 
of the classic Canadian shape and Savinelli’s own variants thereof, though they are offered in three different handsome palettes: a fine, smooth, reserved 
walnut contrast stain with just a touch of auburn (Bordeaux), a light, blonde contrast stain – also smooth (Natural), and a low-profile rusticated finish 
featuring black-over-red staining to produce a dark, but ever-so-subtly warm aesthetic (Rusticated).

Bordeaux
Standard / 802, 806, 812
King Size / 803 KS, 804 KS 

Natural
Standard / 802, 806, 812
King Size / 803 KS, 804 KS

Rusticated
Standard / 802, 806, 812
King Size / 803 KS, 804 KS

Joker
Though colorfully named, what Savinelli’s Joker series actually presents is pretty reserved: classic Savinelli designs, finished in either a deep, subtly 
auburn-tinged walnut in the smooth version, or an even darker, nearly black low-profile rustication. Both share a unique accent, composed of a multi-
layered stem base of bright nickle and red and black acrylic.

Rusticated
Standard / 173, 504 
King Size / 111 KS, 114 KS, 320 KS, 606 KS, 
624 KS, 636 KS

Smooth
Standard / 173, 504
King Size / 111 KS, 320 KS, 624 KS, 636 KS

Oscar Tiger
A bold and masculine series, the Oscar Tiger line offers a considerable variety of Savinelli’s most popular shapes, presented in either a handsomely 
polished walnut finish, or a rugged black rustication, and all fitted with a signature black-and-gold colored acrylic stem.
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Sistina
The Sistina series sports either a dark, smoky, smooth finish or a low-profile rustication in a warm auburn, and are 
presented in a wide variety of shape styles accented by a slim yet vibrant acrylic accent ring.

Rusticated
Standard / 106, 127, 207, 602, 
636
King Size / 111 KS, 145 KS, 310 
KS, 316 KS, 320 KS, 
606 KS, 616 KS, 670 KS, 804 KS

Smooth
Standard / 106, 127, 207, 602
King Size / 111 KS, 145 KS, 310 KS, 
316 KS, 320 KS, 606 KS, 616 KS, 
636 KS, 670 KS, 804 KS

Rusticated
Extraordinaire / 111 EX, 114 EX, 121 EX, 315 EX, 316 EX, 320 EX, 
510 EX, 604 EX, 606 EX, 611 EX, 619 EX, 803 EX, 804 EX, 814 EX, 
815 EX

Smooth
Extraordinaire / 111 EX, 315 EX, 320 EX, 510 EX, 
604 EX, 606 EX, 611 EX, 619 EX, 803 EX

Hercules
A series dedicated to Savinelli’s huge 
“Extraordinaire” sized designs, the aptly-
named Hercules offers big, robust pipes with 
spacious chambers for those who favor big, 
long-smoking briars. They are offered in either 
a lightly-rusticated finish, or a handsome, 
smooth walnut variation.

Piazza di Spagna
Named after one of the most famous meeting places in Rome, found at the top of the 
monumental 18th century Spanish Steps, a landmark in their own right, the Piazza di 
Spagna presents Savinelli’s briars in handsome style, featuring either an extra-dark, 
patterned rustication, or a polished, dark auburn finish, both accented by bright brass-and-
nickel bands.

Rusticated 
Standard / 173, 207, 602, 626, 628 
King Size / 111 KS, 145 KS, 315 KS, 
606 KS, 645 KS

Smooth
Standard / 173, 207, 602, 626, 628 
King Size / 111 KS, 145 KS, 
315 KS, 606 KS, 645 KS
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Spring
A warm and simple combination, the Spring series finish presents a variety of popular shapes in a smooth polish and dressed in a medium walnut stain, 
fitted with classic black stems.

Oscar Lucite
The Oscar Lucite is an exceptionally popular Savinelli series, and as such boasts an expansive variety of available shape styles, all offered in a smooth-
polished, light walnut finish paired up to a bright, citrus-colored acrylic stem.

Alligator
The Alligator series presents an exotic look, combining a unique 
finish that’s been worked to emulate the unique texture of alligator 
hide, and a colorful spectrum of stain variations.

Blue
Standard /  626
King Size / 316 KS, 
412 KS, 606 KS

Brown 
Standard /  123, 128, 129, 207, 602, 614, 621, 
626
King Size / 111 KS, 114 KS, 140 KS, 141 KS, 
209 KS, 310 KS, 315 KS, 316 KS, 320 KS, 
413 KS, 513 KS, 622 KS, 673 KS, 677 KS, 
707 KS, 804 KS, 904 KS

Green
Standard /  614
King Size / 111 KS, 
677 KS, 804 KS

Red
Standard / 128, 602
King Size / 673 KS, 
707 KS 

Standard / 101, 104, 122, 125, 127, 128, 207, 
313, 404, 408, 506, 515, 602, 603, 614, 621, 816 

King Size / 111 KS, 114 KS, 115 KS, 121 KS, 
310 KS, 315 KS, 316 KS, 412 KS, 413 KS, 
604 KS, 606 KS, 611 KS, 622 KS, 811 KS, 
824 KS, 904 KS, 920 KS

Standard / 122, 127, 207, 602, 614, 626, 628

King Size / 111 KS, 141 KS, 316 KS, 320 KS, 
413 KS, 606 KS, 622 KS, 673 KS, 677 KS, 
804 KS, 920 KS 
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Roma
The Roma is a dark and reserved line, matching a tasteful, simple brass accent to a low-profile rustication. It is offered in a wide variety of shapes, 
as well as two different versions, the standard Roma, with black stems, and the Roma Lucite, sporting silky caramel-amber-hued translucent stems.

Roma Lucite
Savinelli’s already wildly popular Roma series; noted for its classic, 
hand friendly shapes, top notch rustication, as well as a pretty band 
of smooth on the rim, now offers a line for those who prefer the 
sturdiness and variety of colors of a Lucite bit. Whether the stem is 
Lucite or Vulcanite, you can never go wrong with a Roma.

Standard /  101, 104, 106, 109, 110, 122, 123, 127, 128, 
129, 173, 207, 305, 313, 401, 504, 506, 601, 602, 603, 614, 
620, 623, 626, 628, 702, 704, 706, 802, 806, 812

King Size / 111 KS, 114 KS, 140 KS, 141 KS, 209 KS, 310 
KS, 315 KS, 316 KS, 320 KS, 412 KS, 413 KS, 440 KS, 513 
KS, 514 KS, 606 KS, 611 KS, 616 KS, 622 KS, 673 KS, 677 
KS, 699 KS, 707 KS, 804 KS, 816 KS, 904 KS, 920 KS

Extraordinaire / 111 EX, 114 EX, 315 EX, 510 EX, 606 
EX, 611 EX

Rusticated 
Standard / 104, 404, 601

Smooth 
Standard / 104, 404, 601

One
The One series consists of “starter kits,” composed of classic 
Savinelli briars that each come with their own zip-up pipe bag, 
along with a packet of 6mm balsa filters, a pipe tool, and a 
bundle of pipe cleaners -- all that’s needed to get started, short 
of matches and tobacco. They’re also well-suited to frequent 
travelers, as well.

Standard /  122, 207, 515, 602, 614, 626

King Size / 111 KS, 114 KS, 315 KS, 316 KS, 412 KS, 
606 KS, 611 KS, 622 KS, 673 KS, 677 KS, 707 KS, 
804 KS
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Minuto
Designed to present cigarette smokers with a quick-smoking little briar that offers a purer flavor than 
any rolling papers can provide, the Savinelli Minuto line features convenient pocket-sized pipe shapes 
that nonetheless sport plenty of depth to their chambers. Their tenons are further designed to allow for 
the use of 6mm cigarette filters included with the kit.

Rusticated Bent 
Ruticated Straight 

Smooth Bent 
Smooth Straight 

Trevi
Named after the famed Trevi fountain in Rome, this Savinelli series offers a selection of classic shapes in either a smooth-polished dark walnut finish, 
or a rugged black rustication, both accented by a bright filigree band bearing a design depicting the ancient engineering marvels that are the Roman 
aqueducts.

Rusticated
Standard /  602, 626
King Size / 111 KS, 114 KS, 310 KS, 
320 KS, 606 KS, 607 KS, 616 KS

Smooth
Standard /  602, 626
King Size / 111 KS, 114 KS, 310 KS, 
320 KS, 606 KS, 607 KS,  616 KS

Rusticated 
1, 2, 3, 4

Lolita
Savinelli’s Lolita line offers handy pocketable pipes in a selection of four 
different compact designs unique to this series, each fitted with extra-short 
stems for an easier balance when clenched in the jaw.

Roley
The Savinelli Roley is, quite simply, the classic vest-pocket pipe. 
Though it may seem exotic to newcomers, this design has been 
around for ages, and is a textbook example of form-following-
function. Indeed, the archetypical image most commonly 
associated with this distinctive, self-contained little smoker is that 
of an Eisenhower-era American engineer/patriarch keeping one in 
his button-down shirt’s pocket.

Rusticated 
Brown

Smooth 
1, 2, 3, 4
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Nappa Three Pipe Case Nappa One Pipe Pouch

Roll-Up Tobacco PouchTravel Bag Four Pipe & Accessories

Travel Bag Four Pipe & Accessories, Churchwarden Two Pipe Case 
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Leather Pipe SleevePremiere Black One Pipe Bag & Starter Kit

Laguna Pipe Tool

Sabre Companion Three in One Pipe Tool Six Millimeter Adapter (5-pack) 

Magic Cloth

Acrylic Pipe Stand 

One Pipe Stand in Clear or Black
Two Pipe Stand in Clear or Black
Three Pipe Stand in Clear or Black
Seven Pipe Stand in Clear or Black
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Balsa Pipe Filters

 6mm Balsa / 300 Count

9mm Balsa / 30 packs of 15

 9mm Balsa / 200 Count

Bordeaux Brown Black

6mm Balsa / 50 packs of 20

Goccia Ceramic One Pipe Stand Savinelli Pipe Stand - Gold

Como Wooden Stands

2 Pipe Wooden Stand 3 Pipe Wooden Stand
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Magnetic Humidifier Cigar Cutter Double Cigar Cutter

Travel Cigar Box Cigar Case (Five) Travel Humidor (Six)

Cigar AshtrayThree Cigar Case

Single Cigar Case
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By Savinelli



Ferdinando Rossi,  was one of the pioneers in bringing the production of quality, affordable briar pipes to Italy. This was at a time 
when Italian pipes were still largely being shaped from boxwood and olivewood with hand-tools by small families of pipemakers who would 
then sell them to traveling merchants. This was no easy task -- while his position as one of Northern Italy’s most established wholesalers of 
tobacciana meant Ferdinando would have been a welcome customer to the briar-shapers of France’s Saint-Claude region, at the time French 
pipemakers kept the details of their specialized equipment closely-guarded secrets. Nonetheless, Ferdinando persisted, and was able to acquire, 
here and there, bits and pieces of the (then cutting-edge) machinery used by the French workshops, and performed the necessary modifications. 
Thus it came to be that, in the year 1886, Fabbrica di Pipe di Radica Rossi was established. While from our perspective a pipe workshop 
powered and provided with light by water-wheel driven generators might seem quaint, in Ferdinando’s day this was as modern and futuristic as 
promises of cold-fusion and private jaunts into orbit about the earth. The new enterprise had little difficulty finding handpicked skilled laborers 
ready and willing to sign on, and by 1892 pipes bearing the Rossi name were being exported as far away as Brazil.

The Rossi business would remain in family hands for decades thereafter, and see increasing growth and modernization until reaching their peak 
in 1936, with over eight-hundred employees and a production of more than fifty thousand pipes per day. Alas, following the end of WWII, 
there was a dramatic shift amongst smokers from affordable pipes to the disposable cigarette, and while some other Italian pipemakers were 
better able to adapt to changes in the market, Rossi fell into a long decline in sales, despite maintaining both good quality and a vast variety 
of several hundred designs.

However, although they were competitors in business, Ferdinando Rossi and Achille Savinelli were also close friends in their private lives, and 
so it was that generations later Savinelli not only came to acquire the Rossi name, but would see fit to restore it as one associated with quality, 
affordable, Italian-made smoking instruments. This is the Rossi by Savinelli of today.

The Pipes

By Savinelli

Messina  .................................30
Napoli .....................................29
Otranto ..................................29

Palermo ..................................30
Rubino ....................................31

Salerno ............................30
Siracusa ...........................29
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Siracusa
With the Siracusa series Rossi provides Italian design, Italian 
briar, and Italian craftsmanship. They are fitted with vulcanite 
stems for a more comfortable feel when clenched in the jaw and 
chambers that come pre-carbed for an easier and more flavor-
neutral break-in period - all at a great price, and in a warm, 
smooth, understated contrast finish, accented simply with a 
tasteful bit of polished brass.

Siracusa /  111, 114, 122, 207, 310, 315, 320, 
606, 607, 616, 626, 670, 677

Napoli /  101, 111, 123, 202, 315, 320, 
404, 504, 601, 606, 673, 806

Napoli
Sporting a dark, smoky walnut finish and glossy, 
jet-black acrylic stems that won’t oxidize, the Rossi 
Napoli line offers an attractive combination of classic, 
understated aesthetic, Italian design, and great price. 
As with other Rossi series, chambers come pre-carbed 
for an easier and more flavor-neutral break-in period.

Otranto /  101, 111, 123, 202, 315, 
320, 404, 504, 601, 606, 673, 806

Otranto
Sleek, jet-black acrylic stems and a smooth, handsome, walnut 
contrast finish present Rossi’s Otranto line of Italian briars in 
an attractive, understated, traditional style - and as usual, at a 
great price. Chambers come pre-carbed, of course, for an easier 
and more flavor-neutral break-in period.
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Salerno
The Salerno series from Rossi offers a combination of jet-black 
finish, rugged rustication, a handsome brass accent, and classic 
Italian design to make available a quality Italian briar at a very 
modest price. Stems are fashioned from vulcanite, for a more 
comfortable feel when clenched in the jaw, and chambers come 
pre-carbed for an easier and more flavor-neutral break-in period.

Salerno /  111, 114, 122, 207, 310, 320, 606, 
607, 616, 626, 670, 677

Palermo /  101, 111, 123, 202, 315, 320, 
404, 504, 601, 606, 673, 806

Palermo
Rossi’s Palermo line features a simple but attractive presentation 
of classic Italian designs (shaped from Italian briar, naturally), 
paired up to sleek black acrylic stems, pre-carbed for an easier 
break-in period, and finished in an attractive, dark, auburn-
tinged walnut stain. And like all Rossi’s offerings, the price is 
every bit as attractive as the pipe.

Messina /  111, 114, 122, 207, 310, 315, 320, 
606, 607, 616, 626, 670, 677

Messina
The Rossi Messina combines fine Italian design with an extra-
dark, extra-handsome walnut finish and a tasteful brass accent 
to offer an attractive pipe at an equally attractive price. Stems 
are fashioned from vulcanite, for a more comfortable feel when 
clenched in the jaw, and chambers come pre-carbed for an easier 
and more flavor-neutral break-in period.
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Available in sets of One Dozen Bent or Assorted

Rubino
The Rossi Rubino offers a variety of shapes in a dark, smoky style. The matte finish provides a subtle contrast and warmth, as 
well as a superb smoothness in hand. The simple presentation, with the dusky briar, accented only by a nickel stem-ring allows 
the fine Italian shaping of these briars to speak for itself, resulting in an unpretentious look with a broad appeal, while the jet-
black vulcanite stems offer a softer feel for those inclined to smoke their pipes clenched in the jaw. 

Taken all together, and offered at a very modest price, the Rubino has all the makings of a series that can be appreciated by 
both experienced pipe aficionados looking for an addition to their collection that will serve as a trusty smoker that won’t need 
coddling and by those new to the pipe as an affordable and tasteful way to start out. 

The Rubino is offered in batches of one-dozen each, with the option of either a mix of both bent and straight designs, or, 
alternatively, a mix of bent shapes only.



by Savinelli



Kiribi,  The origins of Kiribi lay in the traditional Japanese 
practice of casting sparks upon a beloved traveler’s back, in 
order to impart fortune and ward off evil, blessing them on 
their journey. The practice hearkens back to the famous 8th 
century legend of Prince Yamatotakeru, and the aunt who 
gifted him the firestone and striker which saved his life along 
perilous travels. 



In time, the same simple tool kit that was used to perform the original Kiribi came to be 
used by the countryfolk of Japan to light their pipes; and thus the inspiration for the Kiribi 
line. All acts in life involve an important first step, and enjoying a bowl from your favorite 
pipe exceptionally so. Every spark, whether it is struck for a pipe or a cigar, or a chance-
met stranger’s cigarette, sets us upon a little journey of our own; and a little extra good 
fortune can’t hurt.

The Kiribi lighter combines smart, retro styling with modern improvements in engineer-
ing. Innovations such as a dual-flame design, which provides the benefit of a wider, more 
gentle light for your pipe and a single tank construction of extraordinary fuel capacity. 
Much as we demand of all things we rely upon every day, that which become dearest to us, 
entirely hand assembled in Japan, the Kiribi construction is meticulous. You can feel it in 
your hand; a gravitas created by the nickel, steel, and brass serving in all the essential parts. 
All, save one: the confident snap of the flame-cap is provided by yet another innovation, a 
spring made of a special polymer more resistant to fatigue even than steel. Our choice of 
accessory items speak volumes to people we encounter every day. They quietly reflect a 
sense of our tastes, discernment and outlook, and do so in a manner without ostentation or 
braggadocio. Light a lady’s cigarette upon a chance encounter, with a Kiribi. You will be 
speaking with confidence… without saying a word.
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Mikazuki
Celebrated in Haiku by the likes of Yosa Buson and Basho, Mikazuki is Japanese for “waxing crescent moon”, and that ephemeral beauty is elegantly 
captured within chrome finish contours of the base and ignition platform. The dapper exterior design hails from the apex of the Art Deco movement, the 
roaring 20s, as does the signature Mikazuki arches. 

Under all of this retro style, you will find manifold modern innovations: a single tank construction which boasts an enormous fuel capacity, as well as a 
cutting-edge, dual flame design which boasts the binary benefits of covering a wider surface, while being gentler to your pipe.

Mikazuki Black
Mikazuki Red

Short Sizes Available
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Kabuto
100% hand assembled in Japan and nickel, steel, and brass serving all essential parts (save one to be mentioned later), the construction of your new 
Kiribi Kabuto is impeccable, and like its namesake, durable enough to be passed on for generations. Innovations such as a capacious, single-tank 

fuel reservoir, a new binary flame design, which provides the dual benefits of covering the wider surface area of your pipe, while being gentler to the 
same. The hinge spring made of a special polymer; a material which is over 200% more resistant to fatigue than steel.

Black Matte
Black Nickel
Siver Satin

Short Sizes Available

Ohgi
Ohgi, along with sensu, are terms for a folding fan, but the namesake of this arrestingly retro lighter is considered more historical and formal. Far more 
than a simple means of moving air, an ohgi in the hand is a metaphorical spotlight upon the person who holds it.

Innovations such as dual flame design, which boasts the binary benefits of covering a wider surface, while being gentler to your pipe, a single tank 
construction of grand capacity, and a hinge spring made of a special polymer that is far more resistant to fatigue than steel.

Silver 
Black Matte
Black Nickel
Red

Short Sizes Available
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After Hours Flake A Toney/Tarler blend. A night out wasn’t complete without a trip to the “private club” for a 
Cuba Libre or two. Round out your evening, or any other time of day, with this Virginia flake, sweetened with the caramel and 
exotic-spiced elixir of the Islands: Dark rum.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Bayou Morning Not for the faint of heart, this Virginia/Perique blend is composed of red and bright Va’s and 25% 
Perique. A Perique lover’s delight and one of our most popular blends.

   2oz. |  8oz. | Bulk  

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Bayou Morning Flake A Virginia/Perique lover’s delight! We start with Old Belt Red Virginias, add 25% 
Perique and press the whole before slicing into flakes.

   2oz. |  8oz.  

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Blockade Runner A true Navy cavendish crumble cake made with hand stoved red Virginia and Bright Virginia 
soaked in premium rum for seven days then lightly stoved again before being pressed.

   2oz.   

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Briar Fox An exceptionally smooth blend of Virginias and Burley, the personal blend of well-known Danish pipe 
maker Peter Heeschen. Pressed into an old fashioned crumble cake.

   2oz. |  8oz. | 16oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Bright Virginia Ribbon  High grade Old Belt golden Virginias. Sweet, with just a hint of citrus, because a 
naturally high sugar content and relatively low presence of oil, this bright leaf makes a both fine companion to a Burley, and 
makes for a dandy smoke on its own.

  Bulk  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Exclusive The combination of red Virginias, mild Cavendish, and a full 50% Perique make this a naturally sweet and 
incredibly spicy blend, perfect for the lovers of the Bayou based weed.

  Bulk  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Cornell & Diehl Virginia Blends
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Exhausted Rooster C&D’s annual blend for the 2008 Chicagoland Pipe Show. A tasty flake of Virginia’s, Dark 
Fired Burley and a dash of Perique.

   2oz. | 8oz. 

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

First Responders C&D recognizes and salutes 911 heroes for their bravery and selfless dedication to others with 
the re-release of Tribute, the original G.L. Pease mixture created Sept. 2001 as a fund-raiser for the families of 9/11 victims. 
A blend of red, bright and stoved red Virginias with a dash of Perique and toasted Cavendish.

   2oz. | 8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Five O’Clock Shadow You made it, the work day is over. This blend of Red Virginia’s and Perique pressed 
into a cake has just the right amount of dark-fired Kentucky Burley to give you that kick needed to get to your next destination.

   2oz. |  8oz.  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Gentleman Caller A blend of Viginias and Burleys, with a dash of Deer Tongue for a vanilla-like sweetness and a 
smidge of Perique for spice, this mellifluous mixture is so fragrant, that Grandma always kept a few bowls around as potpourri, 
to make her favorite beaus feel right at home when they came calling.

   2oz. | 8oz.  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Interlude Deep Red Virginia kissed with a touch of honey to develop the natural sweetness of the leaf then sliced into 
flakes.

   2oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Kajun Kake  We start with naturally sweet red Virginias and add just the right touch of everyone’s favorite Cajun 
spice, Louisiana Perique. Then we press it into an old fashioned crumble cake which deepens and marries the flavors!

   2oz. |  8oz.  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Lunchtime Blues Lunchtime Blues is a Burley based blend mixed with Virginia’s and just the right dose of 
Oriental. The perfect pick me up to get you through those long mid-day doldrums.

   2oz. | 8oz.  

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Cornell & Diehl Virginia Blends
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Manhattan Afternoon  Naturally sweet Golden Virginia leaf with a drop of honey sliced into flakes.

   2oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

New Market An equal mixture of bright Virginia ribbon and unsweetened Black Cavendish, with just a dash of Deer 
Tongue added for spice, New Market is an exceptionally fascinating (and cool smoking) Virginia blend.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Night Train  Bright Virginia ribbon, bright Virginia flake, Cavendish cut, Virginia grown brown Burley and Perique 
are pressed into an old-fashioned crumble cake for a truly satisfying smoking experience. PRESSED

   2oz. |  8oz. | 16oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Opening Night A delicious blend of Red and Bright Virginias pressed to perfection and sliced into flakes.

   2oz. | 8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Oriental Silk Skillfully combined Perique, bright flake, Turkish flake and bright Virginia ribbon create a remarkably 
elegant and sophisticated smoke.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Orion’s Arrow  Much as Orion’s Arrow points to true north, and has served as a guide to travelers since antiquity, 
this nearly equal mixture of Turkish flake, Perique, Red Virginia and bright Virginia ribbon can serve as both a fine entree or 
destination for those in search of a bold and balanced blend.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Poplar Camp  Almost 20% Perique and a dash of unsweetened black Cavendish are combined with blend #457 
Yorktown to make a Virginia/Perique lover’s dream blend. Much like #067 Bayou Morning, be forewarned; the muscular 
presence of Perique makes this a blend for the stout of heart.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Cornell & Diehl Virginia Blends
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Red Carpet The perfect blend of Red Virginias and Perique with a touch of Izmir for interest pressed and sliced into 
flake form.

   2oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Red Virginia Cavendish  Made, in house, from our Old Belt Red Virginias and cut in the Cavendish manner, 
Red Virginia makes for a sweet smoke and boasts flavors similar to baked bread, fresh from the oven.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Red Virginia Ribbon  High grade Old Belt Red Virginia, cut in the easy-burning ribbon style. This naturally 
sweet leaf not only packs a fine bowl straight from the bag, but also boasts excellent aging potential.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Sunday Picnic Golden Virginias are combined with Perique and Izmir Turkish for a delicious and memorable flake 
tobacco.

   2oz. | 8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Three Friars A combination of Virginia ribbon, Brown Virginia Burley and Perique, Three Friars delights with a 
combination of natural piquant sweetness and spice.

   2oz. |  8oz. | Bulk  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Virginia Flake High grade Virginias are pressed into our proprietary flake/chip cut, and the result is a smoke 
brimming with both a natural sweetness, as well as a fragrance that is slightly reminiscent of orange muffins, fresh from the 
oven. This tasty leaf packs a fine bowl straight from the bag.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Virginia Gentleman A unique combination of Virginias and Burleys, with a slight touch of Turkish for added 
sophistication, create a superb all day smoke for those who enjoy Virginia blends, but find them a touch bitey for all day 
enjoyment.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Cornell & Diehl Virginia Blends
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Cornell & Diehl Virginia Blends

Winchester Red Virginia and unsweetened black Cavendish combine to create a mild and mellow smoking experience, 
as well as a room note that calls to mind that “old time pipe fragrance” we remember so fondly from days gone by.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR  llll ROOM NOTE  llll

Yorktown Stoved red Virginia is combined with bright Virginia and restoved. Straight red Virginia is then added to 
this remarkable base for sweetness. The acme of mixtures for the Virginia purist!

   Bulk    

STRENGTH  llll FLAVOR  llll ROOM NOTE  llll
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Cornell & Diehl English Blends

Adagio A slow burning, relaxing yet full-bodied smoke of Cube Burley, Latakia, Virginias, Perique and Turkish.

   2oz.    

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Atlas Balkan A traditional English mixture heavy in Latakia with Burley and Perique. A full bodied, all natural 
smoke. One of our original Atlas Blends.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR  lll ROOM NOTE ll  

Bailey’s Front Porch A delightfully mild English blend, featuring Burleys, bright Virginias, Latakia, as well 
as an ideal touch of Perique thrown in for a dash of spice. An amiable accompaniment for sitting on the porch on those late 
summer evenings.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Bayou Night A Scottish type blend of Latakia, Perique, Virginias, Turkish and Burleys that boasts a heavier Perique 
component than normally found in a classic Scottish blend. A full smoke that is surprisingly cool on the palate.

   2oz. |  8oz. | Bulk  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Big ‘n’ Burley Primarily sweet, rough cut Burley, seasoned with small amounts of Latakia, Turkish, and a dash of 
Perique for added flavor. A light English for Burley lovers.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Billy Budd A heavy Latakia blend with rough-cut Burley, bright Virginia flake and a good amount of rough-cut cigar 
leaf. Created for our late friend Sailorman Jack.

   2oz. |  8oz. | Bulk  

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Black Duck A medium-to-full blend of Latakia, Burleys, and unsweetened Black Cavendish which delivers an 
impressive amount of delightful layering and nuance. Does this duck fly? You be the judge!

   2oz.    

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll
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Cornell & Diehl English Blends

Black Frigate Latakia and Turkish are added to the Navy Cavendish that forms the base for Blockade Runner 
(Virginias soaked and aged in Rum) to produce a true Royal Navy blend. Pressed and cut into an old fashioned crumble cake.

   2oz.    

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lllll

Bow Legged Bear Full English blend with Virginias, Turkish, Latakia, Burleys and Perique. Stoved, pressed and 
sliced into an old fashioned crumble cake.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Brigadier Contains Latakia, cubed Burley, Perique, and toasted brown Cavendish with a light fruit flavor. Short cut and 
granulated for easy packing and superior slow burning.

   2oz.    

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Buffalo Soldier C&D pays tribute to America’s African-American soldiers with Buffalo Soldier, the first in a new 
series. We’ve applied just the right proportion of Latakia and Perique to a base of naturally sweet Virginias to create a well-
rounded, all day blend. 

   2oz.    

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Byzantium An intriguing interpretation of the classic Balkan. Redolent of Latakia, Orientals and bracing Perique, 
Byzantium is an alluring companion for flights of the imagination to exotic lands.

   2oz. |  8oz. | Bulk  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Canal Boat A smooth blend of nutty cubed Burley enhanced with Cyprian Latakia and unflavored black Cavendish.

   2oz.    

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Constellation A perfect combination of Virginia ribbon, rough cut Burley, unsweetened Black Cavendish and 
Latakia. One of our original Atlas Blends.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll
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Cordial A smooth blend of Virginia, Turkish, Latakia and Black Cavendish, Cordial boasts a classical English structure, 
subtly augmented in sweetness and room note by the presence of the dark aromatic mainstay.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Crooked Lane C&D hearkens back to Old London with Crooked Lane, a rich and full English blend of Virginias, 
Latakia, a dose of Oriental and a whisper of Perique. 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Crowley’s Best Named for the famed Walter Crowley of Fordham’s football glory days, this is a medium strength 
mixture of Burley, Latakia and Perique in an uncommonly harmonious natural blend.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Da Vinci Latakia with some Burley and Virginia added just because. Boasting no less than 75% Latakia, this is Latakia 
lover’s dream mixture..

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Easy Times  A blend that hearkens back to porch settin’ and checkers playin’. Red Virginia is combined with dark 
fired Kentucky Burley and a bit of Latakia for a classic, laid back American English mixture.

   2oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Engine #99 A full bodied blend with enough Latakia to pull ol’ #99 up a mountain grade, with flavor to spare. Loaded 
with Latakia, Perique, Virginias, Burleys and Orientals.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Epiphany Reminiscent of the original Revelation, said to be the favorite of Albert Einstein, this singularity is an adroit 
melding of Virginias, Burleys, Latakia and Perique in unified harmony.

   2oz. |  8oz. | Bulk  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Cornell & Diehl English Blends
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Evening Rise A burley based blend of Latakia, Turkish & a little Virginia. Designed to please the palate and repel 
the mosquitoes (unless, of course, they brought their tiny pipes with them).

   2oz.    

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Golden Ash Rough cut and cube cut Burleys combine with bright Virginia flake and a small dose of Latakia to provide 
a cool and mild taste.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH uu FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Good Morning A Tarler/Runowski blend perfect for starting your day or any other time. Reminiscent of a classic 
blend devoted to early morning puffing. Blended for the 2009 Chicagoland Pipe Show.

   2oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Habana Daydream A flavorful blend of Virginias, Perique, unsweetened Black Cavendish, with a dash of 
Latakia and a spoonful of rich cigar leaf.

   2oz. |  8oz. | Bulk  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Turkish Small of leaf, sun-cured, relatively low in nicotine, but packing a big flavor, our high grade Izmir leaf is cut 
in-house to our blending specs, and just might be perfect for yours.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Junkyard Dawg A revival of a classic American blend that smokers of 30 years ago will instantly recognize. 
Contains Burleys, Latakia and bright Virginia.

   2oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Latakia Redolent of exotic spice and traditional hardwood incense, this is the smoky Cyprian delight that is the heart of 
all our English mixtures.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Cornell & Diehl English Blends
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Cornell & Diehl English Blends

London Squire This Balkan style blend would have been all the rage in the squire’s country home in the 19th 
century. A hearty Latakia base, blended with Burleys, Virginias, and unsweetened Black Cavendish for body, create a sublime 
late afternoon or evening smoke.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Mild English As the name implies, this blend of Burleys, unsweetened black Cavendish, and Latakia is an impeccable 
choice for a morning smoke, or for those who are beginning to experiment with English blends.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Mississippi Mud A bold and masculine mixture of Perique, Latakia, and unsweetened black Cavendish, Mississippi 
Mud is not a blend that requires a lot of reading between the lines, just time to enjoy a rich and flavorful smoke.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Montford Point Marine Montford Point Marine is named as homage to the men trained at Camp Montford 
Point, the first US Marine training base established for blacks in 1942. Like the men of Montford Point, this blend of Dark-fired 
Burley, Perique and Latakia is full and stout-hearted, ship-shape and stands tall. Semper Fi! ...

   2oz.    

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Morning Drive Our first in a new series, Morning Drive is the perfect blend to get you where you’re going, and 
make the journey all the more pleasureable. This mixture of red and bright Virginias comes together in perfect harmony with 
just the right measure of Burley, Turkish, Perique and Latakia. Savor the start ...

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Mountain Camp At the request of an old customer, we took the recipe for Bayou Night and reversed the proportions 
of Latakia and Perique to create a full English in the Scottish vein. If Bayou Night is perfect for an evening on the bayou, 
Mountain Camp is a peerless choice for a day spent fishing.

   2oz. |  8oz. | Bulk  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll 
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Cornell & Diehl English Blends

Morley’s Best Many fans of the blends of C&D’s long time collaborator, the late Bob Runowski, hail this mixture as 
his finest creation. An English blend of three Burleys; white, cubed & rough cut, as well as Virginia flake and Cyprian Latakia, 
this cool and flavorful smoke is a perennial best seller. 

   Bulk   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll 

Odessa Burley, Turkish, Latakia and Perique combine to form a superior English blend of medium body and fine balance. 
This is a fine all-day smoke.

   2oz. |  8oz. | Bulk  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Old College An outstanding blend of Latakia, black Cavendish, Virginia and Burley. A well balanced and surprisingly 
smooth taste for you, and a delightful fragrance for the crowd. Who says that you ‘Can’t have the best of both worlds’?

   Bulk   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Pirate Kake (Pressed Only) A smooth, robust blend with LOTS (75%!) of exceptional Latakia accompanied by 
Turkish and Burley. A Latakia lover’s treasure.

   2oz. |  8oz. | 16oz.  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Plantation Evening A smooth, light-to-medium blend of aged Virginias, Latakia, Perique and a little Turkish. 
An outstanding, middle of the road English blend with a delightful flavor.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Red Odessa A smooth, light-to-medium blend of aged Virginias, Latakia, Perique and a little Turkish. An outstanding, 
middle of the road English blend with a delightful flavor.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Star of the East Starting with a base of 50% Latakia, with a generous portion of Turkish leaf and sweetened with 
stoved red Virginia, this is a full bodied blend, as well as a long time favorite of our customers.

   2oz. |  8oz. | Bulk  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll
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Cornell & Diehl English Blends

Stratfordshire A medium strength blend of Virginias, Latakia, Turkish and Burleys, evocative of long strolls 
through the hills and moorlands of its namesake.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Super Balkan A mostly bright flake mixture with Perique, Latakia and Burley, spiked with high grade Turkish leaf. 
An even heavier dose of Latakia than found in Atlas Balkan. One of our original Atlas Blends.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lllll

Sunset Harbor Flake For those who love the sea, few things in life are more satisfying after a long day on the 
salt than dropping anchor in a quiet harbor and enjoying a beautiful sunset. This is a classic Balkan style blend made with the 
finest Izmir Oriental to add a touch of spice to the end of a perfect day.

   2oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Rajah’s Court Latakia, Turkish, red Virginia and bright Virginia flake. A full, rich blend that abounds with the 
exotic flavors of the near-east and holds its zest to the bottom of the bowl.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Sam’s Blend A rework of Black Dawg which contained Syrian Latakia.) An exceptionally smooth blend of Cyprian 
Latakia, Perique and unsweetened black cavendish.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Purple Cow A classic blend from Bob Runowski. Contains Burleys, Bright VA ribbon, latakia and maduro cigar leaf. 
Our Chicago Pipe Show Blend of the Year for 2006.

   2oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Tuskegee Airmen C&D pays tribute to America’s African-American soldiers with Tuskegee Airmen. A blend of 
Virginia’s, Perique, Turkish and Latakia is pressed to marry the flavors then sliced for easy packing.

   2oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll
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Cornell & Diehl English Blends

Tuggle Hall A deft blend of Cyprian Latakia, unsweetened Cavendish and the perfect soupcon of Perique (for spice), 
many find Tuggle Hall Bulk to be quite reminiscent of pre-Lane “My Mixture 965”.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

USS Mason C&D pays tribute to our African-American sailors with a flavorful blend dedicated to the crew of the 
Mason, the first US Navy ship in WWII manned by an all black enlisted crew. A combination of Virginias and Burley with a 
touch of Latakia and Perique topped off with a sprinkle of Brandy.

   2oz.   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Yale Mixture If this were a wine, it would be full bodied, perfectly matured Cabernet Sauvignon. A Virginia based 
blend with a light touch of Latakia, which many find to be both a fine introduction to the world of English blends, as well as a 
great mix for those who prefer a less dominant Latakia.

   Bulk   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll
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Apricots & Cream An all black mixture of unsweetened black Cavendish and a bit of our #734 Green River 
Vanilla is enhanced with our proprietary “cream” flavoring and apricot brandy for a most mild smoke. (The ladies like it! It’s 
been called a “marriage saver.”

   2oz. |  8oz. |  Bulk  

STRENGTH l FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Autumn Evening Our proprietary Red Virginia Cavendish is lightly cased with a delicate maple flavor resulting 
in our best selling aromatic blend. The smoker will appreciate the taste of Virginias while those around will flock to the warm, 
inviting fragrance.

   2oz. |  8oz. |  16oz. | Bulk   

STRENGTH l FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE llll

Berry Good We start this confection with our traditional Cavendish base of Burleys and a touch of Virginia, mix 
in a soupçon of our #734, a delightful Vanilla flavor on a Black Cavendish base, then drizzle with a Raspberry sauce fit for 
Escoffier himself. Small wonder that the result is one of our most popular aromatic blends.

   2oz. |  8oz. |  Bulk  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Black Cherry The same unique wild cherry flavor used in Cherry Jubilee on an all black Cavendish base. All of that 
sinfully rich taste, and none of the calories.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH l FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll 

Black Gold Maple Black Cavendish and golden Virginia combined with natural maple flavor make this the 
perfect Fall smoke… or any other time, for that matter. 

   2oz. |  8oz. |  Bulk  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Bob Bushman Named for a long time customer’s personal blend, hints of coconut and other tropical fruits meld into 
a unique and fascinating mixture that is easy on the palate, and evocative of Caribbean delights. 

   Bulk    

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Cornell & Diehl Aromatic Blends
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Cornell & Diehl Aromatic Blends

Cap’s Blend Black Cavendish plus a light Cavendish that is specially flavored for a full taste; remarkably similar to 
one of the world’s most popular pipe tobaccos.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Captain Bob’s Blend Named for friend and customer Capt. Bob Coffey. A blend of Virginias and Burleys with 
just a dash of Latakia and Perique and finished with a refreshing flavor.

   2oz. |  8oz.  | Bulk  

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR ll ROOM NOTE lllll

Cherry Jubilee We use a unique flavoring of wild cherries on our traditional Cavendish base for a cherry blend 
unlike any other. You might well begin to think of your favorite pipe as a chafing dish!

   Bulk    

STRENGTH  l FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Chocolate Cavendish Our traditional Cavendish base made even more flavorful with the addition of our own 
exclusive formulation of natural chocolate and cocoa bean.

   2oz. |  8oz. |  Bulk  

STRENGTH l FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Cross-Eyed Cricket This has a base of unsweetened black Cavendish with Turkish, Latakia and Perique, all 
enclosed in a light rum punch flavor. English or aromatic? Take your pick.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Dark Cherry Cavendish We start with our traditional American Cavendish base of Virginias, Burleys and 
Black Cavendish and add a specially formulated dark cherry flavoring to produce a unique cherry lover’s dream smoke! 

   Bulk    

STRENGTH l FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Dark Chocolate We take a special rich, dark chocolate flavor and use it on our all black Cavendish base for a taste 
and aroma treat for the chocolate lovers among you!

   Bulk   

STRENGTH l FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll
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Espresso An all black mixture of unsweetened black Cavendish and a bit of our #734 Green River Vanilla. We then 
flavor it with our proprietary “cream” flavoring and add a heady shot of coffee flavor, to arrive at a blend that will take you 
back to that *perfect* espresso macchiato you enjoyed with a friend, at a certain Italian street café!

   Bulk   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Green River Vanilla Burley from the Green River Valley of Kentucky, fire cured and expertly blended to be 
mild and smooth. Flavored with an outstanding vanilla.

   2oz. |  8oz.  | Bulk  

STRENGTH l FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lllll

Founding Fathers A delightful aromatic infused with the flavor of an exotic fruit originally from the middle East 
that was a particular favorite in the 18th Century and found growing on the grounds of Mt. Vernon, Monticello and around the 
homes of other Founding Fathers.

   2oz. |  8oz.  | Bulk  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Irish Blessing While we can’t promise that the ‘road will always rise to meet you’, nor ‘the wind will always be to 
your back’, this all black blend will most assuredly hold that marvelous honey and spice Irish Mist taste to the bottom of the 
bowl.

   2oz. |  8oz.  | Bulk  

STRENGTH l FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Jamaican Rum We marry a unique island rum flavor to our traditional Cavendish base, and the result is a blend so 
flavorful, that you’ll want to break out your old Reggae vinyl.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Pasha’s Dream A blend of Turkish, Latakia, Red VA, Kentucky Burley and Bright Strips, Pasha’s Dream is a 
complete long cut blend with the unique combination of caramel and vanilla flavors. Mildly aromatic.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Cornell & Diehl Aromatic Blends
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Cornell & Diehl Aromatic Blends

Snug Harbor C&D pays tribute to sailors everywhere who have been so influential to pipe smoking through the 
centuries. Snug Harbor is a delicious blend of Burleys, Turkish, Latakia and Perique with just a hint of flavoring to enhance 
the natural sweetness and room note. 

   Bulk    

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Strawberry Cavendish Traditional American style Cavendish base infused with a strawberry flavor that lasts 
to the bottom of the bowl, while the fragrance of fresh strawberries captivates those around you.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Sweet English We start with our traditional American Cavendish base of Virginias, Burleys and Black Cavendish, 
add a dash of Latakia, and finish it with a specially formulated flavor mixture of caramel and vanilla.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Maple Cavendish We start with our traditional American Cavendish base of Virginias, Burleys and Black 
Cavendish and add maple flavor to produce the classic taste of Autumn.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Mocha This should appeal to the coffee lover, as well as those around you. It is half #305 Espresso and half #700A Dark 
Chocolate, a rich chocolate flavor on an all black Cavendish base. 

   2oz. |  8oz.  | Bulk  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Nutty Irishman A unique blend, combining the heavenly hazelnut flavor of Frangelico and honeyed, aromatic spice 
of Irish Mist, in a delightfully satisfying manner.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll 

Vanilla Cavendish Our traditional Cavendish base made even more flavorful with a special vanilla sauce for extra 
mildness and flavor.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll
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Black Cavendish Our exclusive Black Cavendish is a faithful mainstay within many of our aromatic selections, 
but it is also perfect as the base of your aromatic blending experiments, or to add body to a mixture.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Burley Flake #1 A blend of dark Burley and red Virginia with a just a splash of Perique.

   2oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Burley Flake #2 A blend of Dark and White Burleys with red Virginia for a touch of sweetness. 

   2oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Burley Flake #3 A blend of quality Burleys with a bit of Virginia for natural sweetness and a dash of Perique for 
additional fascination.

   2oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Burley Flake #4 Burley Flake #4: A blend of dark and light Burleys, Latakia and the perfect addition of red 
Virginia for a touch of sweetness.

   2oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll 

Burley Ribbon Cut A combination of Burleys that we put through a proprietary process that we also use as a 
component in many of our blends. Whether smoked straight, paired with a fine Virginia, or used as a cooling component in 
your blend, this is some of Kentucky and Tennessee’s finest.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Cavendish Cut Burley High grade, Bright Virginias - sweet - with just a hint of citrus, form a marriage made 
in heaven with it’s natural mate of White Burley. 

   Bulk    

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Cornell & Diehl Burley Blends
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Cornell & Diehl Burley Blends

Chopped Cigar Leaf An extremely well regarded Pa. Wrapper leaf, similar to that used in a certain high-grade 
Cigar series, that you will find in our most popular cigar leaf blends.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Crooner First the back story. We were contacted a number of years ago by a gentleman who claimed to be a friend of 
famed pipe smoker Bing Crosby who said he had the recipe for Bing’s private blend. After hearing the recipe it was decided it 
would make a good blend whether the story was true or not. In 2006 or ’07 (our memories aren’t what they were) the IPCPR 
Convention was held in Las Vegas. Sure enough, every restaurant or hotel we went into confirmed that indeed our friend and 
the Crooner were inseparable whenever Bing was in Vegas! Specially cut cube Burley and deer tongue. An authentic copy 
from one of Bing’s friends who blended it with him.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Cube-Cut Burley We combine high grade white and dark Burleys from Kentucky, then make our own small-cut 
cubes. A light pack will reward you with a delightfully cool, and long lasting smoke. 

   Bulk    

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Dark Burley A high grade, air-cured dark Burley from the fields of Kentucky. Mild, but delivering a fine flavor, 
this versatile leaf performs equally well as a base for your personal mixture experimentation, or a go-to, stand alone smoke.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Granulated Perique The jewel of ‘Loosiana’ and a proud descendant of Pierre Chenet’s discovery in 1824, this 
condiment is our Perique, cut into a granulated form for easy blending.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Haunted Bookshop Another of the late Bob Runowski’s blends, named in honor of the famous novel written by 
Christopher Morley. A Burley and VA blend with just a touch of Perique.

   2oz. |  8oz.  | Bulk   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll
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Cornell & Diehl Burley Blends

Long-Cut Perique Perique is a special spice tobacco originating from St. James Parish, Louisiana, the only place 
where it is grown. Compressed, heated, and fermented, the result is a strong peppery/fig flavor. It’s worthwhile noting that, 
due to its length, this particular cut of the condiment leaf can be difficult to blend, and shouldn’t be used unless called for in 
specific recipes.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Old Joe Krantz Perique is a special spice tobacco originating from St. James Parish, Louisiana, the only place 
where it is grown. Compressed, heated, and fermented, the result is a strong peppery/fig flavor. 

   2oz. |  8oz.  | Bulk   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Pegasus Yet another from the master of classic American Burley blends, Bob Runowski. Three Burley tobaccos, two 
Virginias and a touch of unsweetened black Cavendish form a classic American blend, hearkening back to the days when 
Burley was king in American pipe tobacco blends.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Pennington Gap From the tip of Virginia, an all-American blend with a southern accent: nutty Kentucky cube cut 
Burley and rich Black Cavendish balance the unique aroma and flavor of Louisiana Perique, finished with bourbon for that 
touch of southern hospitality.

   2oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Riverboat Gambler A Runowski/Tarler blend. In the tradition of the mysterious Mississippi riverboat gamblin’ 
men, a flavorful blend of the South’s tobaccos—Burleys, Virginias and Perique—with the exotic taste of Turkish leaf. The 
odds are with you when you smoke this blend. 

   2oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

White Burley A high grade light Burley from the Kentucky fields. Naturally smooth, cool smoking and featuring a 
pleasant room note, White Burley can make for a great smoke on its own, as well as act as a fine base for your own mixture 
experimentation.

   Bulk    

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll
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Barbary Coast The finest cube-cut Burley, chosen for its deep, nutty flavors, forms a robust foundation for this 
sophisticated blend. Rich, red Virginia tobaccos are added for their subtle sweetness and complexity, while the unique spice of 
perique provides added dimension. A delicate kiss of brandy polishes the blend to a perfect finish. Barbary Coast is delightfully 
satisfying, with hints of black walnut, dark chocolate, and dried fruits. The perfect “all-day” smoke!

   2oz.   

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Cairo  High grade Old Belt Red Virginia, cut in the easy-burning ribbon style. This naturally sweet leaf not only packs a 
fine bowl straight from the bag, but also boasts excellent aging potential.

   2oz. | 8oz.  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Caravan A lovely spice up front mingles with delightfully exotic Oriental flavors. The smoke: leathery flavors of 
Cyprian Latakia weave their way through the smoke assertively, but never in an overbearing manner. A zesty, delicate 
sweetness punctuates the statements made by the rest of the tobaccos. The finish is lingering, but won’t overstay its welcome.

   2oz. | 8oz.  

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Cumberland Cumberland is a delightfully orchestrated suite of American tobaccos. Featuring a rare and exquisite 
mahogany Kentucky aged in bales for 20 years. Red and matured Virginias are establish a theme; the Kentucky and a pianissimo 
of Perique create the variations. Pure natural tobacco flavors are   underscored by deep resonant tones. Best savored slowly.

   2oz. | 8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll 

Haddo’s Delight  A stout blend of several Virginia tobaccos with a generous measure of long-cut perique. 
Unflavored Green River black Cavendish and a little air-cured white burley ribbon provide fullness, body, and a bit of extra 
strength. Finally, an exclusive process darkens and marries the mixture. The flavor is full on the palate, earthy, slightly sweet 
and intriguingly piquant, with overtones of figs and raisins. A wonderful blend for the perique lover!

   2oz. |  8oz.  | 16oz.  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE llll

Odyssey Odyssey is huge — the biggest of the Pease blends. It’s loaded with Latakia and harmonized by exotic Orientals. 
Wonderful red and jet-black stoved Virginias provide a perfect counterpoint.

   2oz. |  8oz.  | 16oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

G. L. Pease / Original Mixtures
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G. L. Pease / Original Mixtures

Robusto A selection of fine, ripe Virginia tobaccos is enhanced with the perfect measure of maduro cigar leaf to provide 
an alluring spice, the suggestion of richness of a great cigar, and a creamy smoke. A little Cyprian Latakia adds roundness and 
smoothes the edges. 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Samarra Samarra is a rich and complex mixture, without being heavy. Matured red Virginia provides the basic structure 
and a delicate sweetness. A generous portion of Cyprian Latakia is added for its smoky richness, and exotic, fragrant oriental 
leaf provides fullness to the flavor. 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll
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G. L. Pease / Classic Collection

Abingdon A full Balkan style blend with a generous measure of Cyprian Latakia, seasoned with fine red and lemon 
yellow Virginia tobaccos, and enhanced with rich oriental leaf. Abingdon is bold and assertive, while retaining a stylish 
finesse.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE llll

Blackpoint (Luxurious English Mixture) - Blackpoint is a luxurious blend of red and lemon Virginia leaf, Cyprian 
Latakia, exotic oriental tobaccos, and a perfect measure of Louisisana perique for a lively, piquant finish.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE llll

Charing Cross (Classic Balkan Mixture) - Charing Cross is a traditional Balkan style blend of fine Virginia leaf, 
richly seasoned with smoky Cyprian Latakia, and spiced with the exquisite and exotic tobaccos of the orient.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Kensington Kensington is a Balkan style blend with restraint. Bright and red Virginia tobaccos are combined with 
richly flavoured leaf from the orient, and Cyprian Latakia in perfect measure for a wonderfully balanced smoke.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Piccadilly English Breakfast Mixture) Piccadilly is a provocative blend of several Virginia tobaccos, delicately spiced 
with Latakia, and finished with Louisiana perique. The alluring flavour is revealed in layers throughout the smoke.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Stratford An enticing blend of delicately sweet brights and rich, red Virginia tobaccos seasoned with just the right 
measure of fine Louisiana Perique. The wonderfully nuanced interplay of sugar and spice is sure to delight the lover of this 
time honored combination.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll
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G. L. Pease / The Fog City Selection

Ashbury An alluring assortment of exotic Oriental tobaccos is generously blended with bright and red Virginia leaf. 
Finally, just enough Cyprus Latakia is added to provide an alluring smokiness, resulting in a tobacco that can best be described 
as a light-medium Balkan mixture. This is the blend for gentlemen with a Bohemian spirit and a sense of adventure.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Embarcadero  Rich, ripe red virginias are combined with top-grade Izmir leaf, pressed and aged in cakes, then sliced 
into flakes and tinned. The result is a wonderfully fragrant, natural blend with subdued sweetness, more brut than demi-sec, 
delightful toasty flavors, and hints of nuttiness and roasted coffee.

   2oz. | 8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE ll

Fillmore  A thick-sliced broken flake in the Scottish tradition. Ripe Red Virginia tobaccos are combined with a generous 
measure of fine Louisiana Perique, and then pressed to marry the components and deepen the flavors. The cakes are sliced and 
gently broken before tinning.

   2oz. | 8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Laurel Heights Rich, ripe, red leaf forms the base of this wonderful Virginia blend. The flavours are deep and 
round, with a smooth, natural sweetness, and subtle notes of orange peel, roasted oats, leather and peat. 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll 

Lombard Named for the famed winding, twisting street in San Francisco, Lombard starts with a base of red and 
bright Virginias. It is then enhanced with American “condimental” leaf, including an angel’s share of perique. The twist in 
this Lombard? A delicate breath of Cyprus Latakia is added for a whisper of smokiness and a slightly deeper flavor. A gentle 
introduction to Latakia for the Virginia smoker, or just a delightful change of pace.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Montgomery Virginias, Virginias, Virginias! Several grades of wonderful flue-cured leaf, from soft yellow to deep 
red, are combined with just a touch of dark-fired Kentucky for a little added richness. A special process, recovered from 
ancient archives, provides the finishing touch to this wonderful blend. Naturally sweet, and possessing subtle complexity, 
Montgomery presents delightful new dimensions for the lover of sophisticated Virginia blends.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll
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G. L. Pease / The Fog City Selection

Telegraph Hill A sturdy foundation of Virginia tobaccos, each chosen for its particular character, is enhanced with 
fine flakes of Perique for a refined smoking experience. Telegraph Hill is rich and flavorful, with a satisfying, lingering finish. 
Each sip builds upon the last, creating a marvelous edifice of taste and aroma. You won’t worry about earthquakes if your pipe 
is filled with this wonderful blend.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Union Square A blended, sliced cake of high grade flue cured leaf, from beautiful sweet brights to deep, earthy reds, 
without the added sugars and flavorings common to many Virginia flakes. It is rich on the palate, evolving in layers with the 
clean, natural sweetness of pure tobaccos. 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll  
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G. L. Pease / The Heirloom Collection

Westminster The very essence of the traditional English mixture; rich, elegant, refined and exquisitely balanced. 
New World Red Virginias are enhanced with a gentle caress of bright leaf, then lavishly seasoned with rich Oriental tobaccos 
and generous measures of noble Cyprus mountain Latakia. Westminster is a satisfying blend, presenting layers of flavor to 
delight the senses and develop in the bowl. A perfect everyday English mixture. Full-bodied.

   2oz. |  8oz. | 16oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lllll

Maltese Falcon Stylish, dark and alluring. Generous quantities of Cyprian Latakia are blended with mature red 
Virginias, exotic orientals, and just a little bright flue-cured leaf to offer a deep, full bodied yet silky smoke with an intriguing 
sweetness, enhanced by a discreet and mysterious spice. 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Key Largo Deep, earthy and creamy. A distinguished broken flake of red Virginia tobaccos, small leaf Orientals, and 
a measure of Cyprus Latakia, spiced with velvety cigar wrapper leaf. 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE llll
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G. L. Pease / The Old London Series

Chelsea Morning Greg introduces his new “Old London Series” with Chelsea Morning. Comprised of a variety 
of sweet red and yellow virginias, fragrant orientals, a measure of rich Cyprus Latakia, and a pinch of L.A. Poche’s brilliant 
Acadian perique. 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Gaslight Gaslight is a rich Latakia mixture, structured with layers of mature red Virginias and spiced with Orientals. It’s 
pressed and aged in cakes, then cut into one ounce bars of about 1” x 1” x 2”. I opted for the bars rather than “brownies” like 
JackKnife and Triple Play, as it makes it a bit easier to slice; Latakia can be tough stuff. The result is deep, satisfying, dynamic, 
and very slow-burning. Be careful not to pack the pipe too tightly, or it’ll be hard to keep lit and will last forever. It develops 
beautifully in the bowl from first puff to ash.

   2oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR ulllll ROOM NOTE llll

Lagonda A luxurious blend comprising generous portions of Latakia, red Virginias and fine Oriental, with a bit of bright 
added for a hint of sweetness. Pressing and aging in cakes integrates the flavors and partially ferments the tobaccos. 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll
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G. L. Pease / The Old London Series

Meridian Balanced, poised & sophisticated. Cyprus Latakia is layered with fine Virginia tobaccos and small leaf 
Orientals, then pressed, sliced and tumbled into ribbons. More savory than sweet, with classic structure, medium body, and 
captivating complexity, Meridian is the perfect companion.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE llll

Navigator For centuries, men of the sea have known the pleasures of fine Virginia tobaccos, pressed and aged with a 
drop of rum. The addition of rich dark fired Kentucky leaf brings a new dimension to the flavour and aroma of this timeless 
combination. Chart your course for a new world of enjoyment, light a bowl, and set sail with Navigator.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lllll

Quiet Nights Rich, deep, contemplative. Ripe red Virginias, fine Orientals, smoky Cyprus Latakia, and a pinch of 
Acadian Perique are pressed and matured in cakes before being sliced. The sophisticated flavours and exotic aroma provide a 
wonderful backdrop for quiet moments of reflection, a good book, and, if you are so inclined, perhaps a wee dram.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE llll

Sextant A classic mixture harmoniously married to a Navy flake. Ripe Virginia tobaccos are first blended with Cypriot 
Latakia, fine Orientals, and a touch of dark-fired Kentucky leaf, then infused with a hint of dark rum before being gently 
pressed, matured, and sliced.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll
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G. L. Pease / The New World Collection

Jackknife Plug Tthe first in the New World Series from GL Pease, JackKnife Plug is an all natural blend of dark-
fired Kentucky leaf and red, ripe Virginia tobaccos layered on a central core of golden flue-cured leaf. The whole provides 
deep, earthy flavors with a hint of bright sweetness. The tobaccos are pressed and matured in cakes before being cut into 2oz 
blocks. JackKnife is a stout blend with the dark-fired leaf adding a subtle smokiness and a finish reminiscent of dark chocolate 
while the Virginia tobaccos provide a sturdy backbone. SThe choice is yours.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Jackknife Ready Rubbed Identical in composition to the original JackKnife Plug, the tobaccos are layered 
and pressed into blocks before being cut and tumbled in the process used for the “Old London” series.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Triple Play The second in the New World Series, Triple Play follows up on the phenomenal success of JackKnife 
Plug. A blend of Red and bright Virginias with a bit of Dark Fired Burley and Perique is pressed then cut into old-fashioned 
plugs. Rich and satisfying!

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll
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Castello Blends
Sea Rock An exceptionally smooth aromatic blend of Virginia’s, Burleys and Black Cavendish delicately infused with 
an Old World flavor.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Old Antiquari A rich and balanced English mixture delivering a creamy finish to the discerning palate. Medium-
bodied.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Collection A blend of aged Red and Bright Virginias balanced to produce the exact combination of natural depth, 
sweetness and tartness to seasoned Virginia lovers.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Fiammata A Virgina flake with just the right amount of Perique added to deliver the ideal complement to an afternoon 
or evening cappuccino.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll
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Captain Earle’s Blends
Diamondhead The latest addition to the popular Capt. Earle series. As is usual with Hermit Tobacco blends, 
Diamondhead is a VERY full English blend certain to satisfy lovers of the smoky weed! 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE llll

Honor An all natural stoved blend of Red Virginias, mild Cavendish, Turkish and Perique tobaccos pressed in an old 
fashioned Crumble Cake. Named in memory of Capt. Earle’s wife Honor Matthews, a native of New Zealand whom he wed 
during one of his ports of call to Diamond Head in Hawaii.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll 

Mystic Nine separate tobaccos are blended in a harmony so perfect only a true Mystic’s touch could have concocted this 
medium bodied English masterpiece. Named in honor of the Mystic Seaport, Ct., present day berth of the Charles W. Morgan. 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE llll

Nightwatch Nightwatch is deep, rich and full of smoky Latakia. This old fashioned Crumble Cake is the perfect blend 
for those quiet, contemplative moments whether standing the night watch on the deck of a clipper ship or in the comfort of 
your study. 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Private Stock A blend of eight select tobaccos highlighted by rich Latakia and deep Red Va. Stoved and pressed into 
a Crumble Cake, Private Stock is the perfect all day smoke for connoisseurs of rich and fascinatingly complex English blends.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Stimulus Package Capt. Earle’s Stimulus Package is a true delight for the Latakia lover! Rich and full-bodied, 
Stimulus Package is pressed to deliver a perfectly balanced blend to the true aficionado of full English blends. 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Ten Russians Ten Russians is a true delight for lovers of Latakia. Rich and full-bodied, Ten Russians is pressed to 
deliver a perfectly balanced blend to the true aficionado of full English tobaccos. Inspired by the true story of Capt. Earle’s 
rescue of ten Russians marooned in a sampan in the Sea of Japan.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lllll
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Bed and Breakfast Red and bright yellow Virginias are combined with fine oriental leaf, toasted Cavendish, and 
just a bit of rich Latakia. Bed & Breakfast is wonderful for a morning or all-day smoke. 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

English Chocolate We begin with the finest Virginias and just enough Latakia to provide the taste that so many 
crave then press it to marry the flavors. We then tumble it out to a broken flake for easy packing and add just a touch of 
chocolate to awaken the senses. 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Celtic Mist A base of the highest grades of Cavendish, with just a bit of Burley, is enhanced with wonderfully sweet 
Virginia tobaccos. A delightful tobacco flavor sets the stage, enhanced, not overwhelmed, by the addition of a little essence of 
Irish Mist. The room aroma is equally enchanting to those fortunate enough to be in the presence of the smoker.

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE ll

Deacon’s Downfall Dark and mysterious! Rich with Latakia, Black Cavendish, dark stoved Virginias and 
Perique. A bit of oriental leaf adds an exotic spice. This is a tobacco for those seeking a big, powerful flavor that isn’t harsh or 
overwhelming. One bowl, and you’ll know just what caused the Deacon’s Downfall! 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Heritage A sophisticated, traditional American style blend! Red and lemon Virginias are blended in perfect measure 
with mild brown and unflavored black Cavendish tobaccos, and a bit of fine, high-grade burley leaf for just a little extra body.  

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll 

Valle Crucis Stylish, dark and alluring. Generous quantities of Cyprian Latakia are blended with mature red Virginias, 
exotic orientals, and just a little bright flue-cured leaf to offer a deep, full bodied yet silky smoke with an intriguing sweetness, 
enhanced by a discreet and mysterious spice. 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Two Friends Blends
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Two Friends Blends

Redwood A mixture for Virginia lovers! We start with naturally sweet red and stoved red Virginia tobaccos, add 
enough perique to provide some body and spice things up a bit, and finish the blend with a pinch of unflavored black toasted 
Cavendish. The color is reminiscent of the hues of a redwood forest; the aroma is as pleasing as a walk in the woods after a 
gentle spring rain. 

   2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll 
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4360 Big Barn Drive
Little River, SC 29566

843.491.4150  |  fax 864.751.5704

www.laudisi.com


